In releasing more than 4,900 pages of documents amassed as part of his lawsuit against the NCAA,
state Senator Jake Corman (R-34) is providing a summary of key evidentiary points from various
depositions and documents uncovered during the litigation of Corman et al. V. NCAA et al.
The sworn depositions and accompanying exhibits are posted at www.jakecorman.com. Sen. Corman
encouraged everyone who has an interest in the case to read the documents.
Citations to each particular point are included. These points represent conclusions Sen. Corman and
the plaintiffs in the case intended to demonstrate to the court by the evidence noted in the citation
(and from other sources). Ultimately, it would have been the Court's duty to determine whether the
plaintiffs' conclusions mirrored with the evidence obtained during discovery. However, the plaintiffs
believe that the points below were and are amply demonstrated by the evidence uncovered in the
case.

Statement of Findings
1.

Following news of the criminal charges filed against former Penn State football

coach Jerry Sandusky, on November 17, 2011, the NCAA sent Penn State a letter posing four
questions related to the Sandusky matter. At the time, the NCAA publically stated that it would
await answers to these questions and the conclusion of the criminal investigation before passing
judgment. However, the NCAA later rescinded its request for answers and in imposing sanctions
on Penn State, relied solely on the findings of the Freeh Report. NCAAJC00008298.
2.

In August 2011, following a presidential retreat, the NCAA had formed a number

of “working groups,” including the enforcement working group, whose “goal was to examine the
process for adjudicating violations” and “to examine the penalty structure[.]” Roe Lach Dep.
41:2-42:6. The NCAA used the moment from the release of the Freeh Report to jump start the
work of the Working Groups. In doing so, the NCAA sought to “make a bold stroke for reform
of college athletics.” PSUCOR02749-51.
3.

After Penn State retained Freeh, Sporkin & Sullivan LLP (“the Freeh Group”) to

independently investigate the Sandusky matter, the NCAA and the Big Ten Conference injected
themselves into the Freeh investigation. The NCAA arranged regular weekly calls with the
Freeh Group and Big Ten Conference about the status of the Freeh Group investigation,
suggesting witnesses to interview and questions to ask, proposing search terms for document
collection and review, and giving the Freeh Group a presentation on how the NCAA enforcement
staff historically has examined issues involving institutional control and ethical conduct.
NCAAJC00035764; NCAAJC00035953; NCAAJC00035765; NCAAJC00024813;
NCAAJC00035691 (weekly update).

4.

The NCAA was “extremely image conscious” under the leadership of President

Mark Emmert and its desire to capitalize on the publicity surrounding the release of the Freeh
Report, led the NCAA to assert jurisdiction in a matter over which it had none.
NCAAJC00015873.
5.

Upon release of the Freeh Report on July 12, 2012, the NCAA immediately began

review of the Report per President Mark Emmert’s instructions to determine how it could best
“leverage the moment.” NCAAJC00033019.
6.

By July 13, 2012, the NCAA executive staff, led by President Emmert, had

already formed “plans” on how to do so: “Banking” on the fact that Penn State was “so
embarrassed they will do anything,” the NCAA decided to use the outrage occasioned by the
release of the Freeh Report to impose unprecedented sanctions on Penn State in effort to win
public favor. NCAAJC00012753, NCAAJC00019739.
6.

As part of these plans, the NCAA set in motion a dual track dialogue with Penn

State. President Emmert conversed with Penn State President Rodney Erikson on the one hand,
while NCAA Chief Legal Officer Donald Remy and Vice President of Division I David Berst
communicated with Penn State Special Counsel Gene Marsh on the other. These conversations,
though happening simultaneously, were not consistent. Marsh Dep. 68:23-69:5.—

7.

It also appears that President Emmert, knowing that the sanctions he sought to

impose on Penn State were “harsher penalties than staff believe can be gained through the
standard enforcement process,” knowingly manipulated both the NCAA Executive Committee
and Penn State in conveying the relative positions of each to the other. NCAAJC00005894.--Ray Dep. Ex. 5.

8.

President Emmert and his executive staff misleadingly convinced Penn State that

the NCAA Executive Committee “wanted blood” and was overwhelmingly in favor of the
“death penalty,” even though a vote was held by the NCAA Executive Committee specifically on
the “death penalty” issue and it was overwhelmingly rejected as a potential penalty.
NCAAJC00006602-18.
9.

President Emmert used the threat of the death penalty as tool to deceive and

manipulate both the NCAA Executive Committee and Penn State to achieve his “plan” on how
to respond to the Penn State matter. President Emmert told President Erickson that the
Committee wanted the death penalty but told the Committee that the death penalty would be too
harsh a sanction. “[T]he death penalty was unequivocally on the table[.]” July 24, 2012
ESPN.com Interview.
10.

The NCAA created a fictitious necessity to “rush” to judgment with “deadlines

for no reason.” The Freeh Report came out on July 12, 2012, and the Consent Decree was made
public a mere eleven days later on July 23. Penn State saw a draft of the Consent Decree for the
first time after 11:00 PM on Friday, July 20, and the draft of the Consent Decree already had a
pre-printed execution date of July 23. PSUCOR03516-17.
11.

Between July 12, 2012, when the Freeh Report was released, and July 23, 2012,

when the Consent Decree was made public, the NCAA progressively increased the penalties set
forth in the Decree. For example, the one-year bowl ban increased to a four-year bowl ban,
more and more scholarships were eliminated, and the fine increased from $30 million to $60
million. NCAAJC00000681.

12.

It appears that the NCAA threatened it would have unilaterally imposed

sanctions if PSU did not agree to the Consent Decree. July 21, 2012 Executive Committee
Minutes (“[T]he NCAA would be prepared to take action without consent.”).
13.

NCAA demanded confidentiality of the Consent Decree discussions and

threatened to cease all discussions if they were leaked to the public. The PSU Board agreed to
keep them confidential after having an internal debate between confidentiality and good
government (with confidentiality winning out). Masser Dep. 29:20-30:18.
14.

NCAA also demanded that PSU accept the findings of the Freeh Report for the

purpose of the Consent Decree. Penn State did so for this limited purpose and publically
accepted the recommendations of the Freeh Group. Penn State, however, did not at the time and
has not ever adopted the factual findings of the Report. Dunham Dep.:45:19-24; 49:8-25;
129:19-22.
15.

The NCAA, both during and after the abbreviated process, made clear that the

Consent Decree discussion was “not a negotiation.” Penn State was not a bargaining partner;
they were a take-it-or-leave-it recipient of a “cram down.” NCAAJC00007736;
NCAAJC00012148-52; NCAAJC00016372-73; PSUCOR02370; Marsh Dep. 47:11-12; Dunham
Dep. 108:11-19.
16.

NCAA lacked legal authority to impose the Consent Decree. NCAA relied on

NCAA Constitution Article 4.1.2(e), but that provision only permits “adopting and implementing
policies to resolve core issues and other Association-wide matters”; it does not permit the
imposition of the Consent Decree. Berst Dep. 151:10-152:13.

